PYP Agenda: FLIBS Quarterly December 4-5, 2014

December 4, 2014    PYP Board/Administrators/Coordinators Meeting

3:00 – 5:30

- FLIBS Executive Board Summary/Committee Reports...Mario, Cynthia, & Comm. Chairs
- Managing Edmodo PYP site...........................................Lucy Haddock (ask Lucy if she can help us all get started at the meeting)
- Discussion of John Barell Presentation in February.....Mario
- Confirming Professional Development Schedule 2014-15 for remainder of year.........All

- Final Questions/Debrief

6:00 – 7:00    FLIBS Dinner (with a tribute to Don Driskell on his retirement)

December 5, 2014    PYP Professional Development

7:00 – 8:00    Breakfast
8:00 – 8:15    Plenary for all programmes
8:15 – 10:30   Heads of school for PYP, MYP and DP meet together: IB Standards and Practices: The Principal’s Role in Programme Evaluation

PYP Teachers/Coordinators: Discussion of planners by grade level comparing sample planners, common planner concepts, feedback and networking

10:30 – 11:30   Combined meeting PYP Heads/Coordinators/Teachers: Inquiry into Planners and State Standards from the IB perspective including blending conceptual learning with state standards
11:30-12:30    Lunch on your own
12:30 – 3:00    Integration of district initiatives within planners

   Reinforcing the elements of the PYP into district initiatives